Address these topics:

1. Before reviewing your classmate’s projects what grade (A-F), NO minus or plus, would you give yourself?

2. Which project did you think the best -- most creative? Give the author’s name and describe the project and why you think that it is the best.

3. Discuss how your effort compares to the “best.”

4. What improvements would you make if you edited or did this project again for your home page?

5. Did you meet the minimum requirements? If not, what did you miss?

6. Review your classmate’s projects and assess them with A-F grade. Fill out the Excel spreadsheet as described in class and email it to me.

7. After reviewing your classmate’s projects, what grade (A-F), NO minus or plus, would you give yourself?

Use this as a template for all of the projects.

One FULL page, Typed, not hand-written – 12 point, single spaced, grammatically correct without spelling errors,

One paragraph for each topic. Include the topic sentences above – keep it to one page by adjusting line spacing, margins, etc..

This self-review is to be handed-in before leaving the class of the peer review.

Each review is worth up to ten points. In addition to the criteria noted above I’m looking for critical, thoughtful assessment of your work with examples of what you liked and didn’t like.